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THE SEQUENTIAL STABILITY INDEX AND

CERTAIN SPACES OF AFFINE FUNCTIONS

F. JELLETT

Abstract. A theorem of J. M. Anderson and J. E. Jayne on the existence of

uniformly closed linear subspaces of the space C '(X) of bounded Baire-1 functions

on the compact Hausdorff space X having specified sequential stability index

a < Ü is here adapted and extended to yield similar theorems for certain spaces of

Baire-affine functions defined on a compact Choquet simplex.

Let SK = Sx(X), Tí = 51 or C be a set of bounded Tv-valued functions on a set

X and let S^ be the set of pointwise limits of bounded, pointwise convergent

sequences in SK.

For each ordinal a we inductively define

U si
ß«x

The (pointwise) sequential stability index of SK, denoted by i[SK], is the least

ordinal a such that S g = S£+x. This definition was given by Anderson and Jayne

in [2], the main result of which established the existence of uniformly closed linear

subspaces Ma of CJa^X), where CK(X) is the space of continuous T^-valued

functions on the topological space X, with i[Ma] = a for each ordinal a < ß,

provided A' is a nondispersed compact Hausdorff space. Their methods hinged on

results of Sarason [5], [6] which imply the existence of uniformly closed subspaces

Ma of the Banach space /^°(9l) of all bounded K-valued functions on the natural

numbers 91 with i[Ma] = a for each a < ñ. See also Jayne [3, Theorem 10].

The purpose of this note is to give similar results for the space A(K) of

continuous real-valued affine functions defined on a compact Choquet simplex (see

Alfsen [1] for all relevant definitions). As in [3, Theorem 10], we employ Sarason's

results by seeking to embed l°° = /J¡° (91) isometrically in a space A"(K) in such a

way that a sequence (/„) G / °° converges pointwise over 91 if and only if its image

in A a(K) converges pointwise over K. However, Jayne's methods are not applica-

ble here and we have to resort to other means. AS(K) denotes the linear space of all

affine functions / = g — h on K with g, h bounded affine and upper semicontinu-

ous (u.s.c).

Theorem. Let K be an (infinite-dimensional) compact Choquet simplex. Then there

exists a positive linear isometry T: lm —» A](K) such that whenever (fn) is a pointwise

convergent sequence in l°°, the sequence (Tfn) converges pointwise over K.
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Proof. Let a = (x¿) be a sequence of distinct elements of the set deK of extreme

points of K.

Let/ G l°° and define the functions gn, h„ on K as follows:

&(*) = /(')>   if * = *i. !</''<*. andjti) > 0,

= 0,   otherwise.

^»(*) = -/(')>   if Jc = *»> 1 < i < n, and/(0 < 0,

= 0,    otherwise.

Then gn, hn are convex and u.s.c, so their upper envelopes, g„, hn [1, p. 4] are affine

and u.s.c. [1, p. 89, Theorem II.3.8]. Let/, = gn - h„ G AS(K), n = 1, 2,_

Define the map T as follows

(Tf)(x) = fix) = jfdpx
J a

where, for each x G K, {ix is the unique maximal representing measure for x [1, p.

87] and, for x = xi, G a, /(x,) is defined to be equal to /(/). It immediately follows

that / vanishes on deK \ o since the maximal representing measure for any point

x G deK is the point-mass ex.

Now let x G K. Then

/„(*) = &,(*) - h„(x) = / ê„dnx- f h„ dnx,

since the barycenter formula a(x) = JKa dpx is valid for any bounded u.s.c. affine

function a. Since j,j> dfi = j¡j> dp for any bounded u.s.c. function p and maximal

measure ft [1, p. 35, Remark 1], we have

f (en - K) dpx =((&,- h„) dnx = f(gn - h„) dfix
JK JK Jo

as gn and hn vanish off o. Moreover, since gn — h„ converges to / pointwise over o,

it finally follows from the dominated convergence theorem that

fm(x)-*j\x).

Hence/ G AX(K) for each/ G /°° and the map T: l°° -+ A}(K) is easily shown to

have the required properties.

Corollary. Let K be an (infinite-dimensional) metrizable Choquet simplex. Then

for each ordinal a < ß there exists a uniformly closed linear subspace Na of A 2(K)

with i[Na] = a.

Proof. Let T: I °° -» A](K) be the map furnished by the above theorem. Since K

is metrizable, each semicontinuous function on K is of Baire class 1 and, indeed, by

a theorem of Mokobodzki [1, p. 189] we have .^(Tv) Q A X(K) in this case.

Hence ASX(K) Q A2(K) and the image T(Ma) = Na of the space Ma yielded by

Sarason's theorem clearly satisfies i[Na] = a, for each a < ß.

Remark 1. If deK is <j-compact, then each/ G C'(3eTC) extends uniquely to an

element/ G A X(K) (see e.g. Lacey and Morris [4, Lemma 2.1]). In this case A X(K)

is isometrically order-isomorphic with Cx(deK) and we have a result closer to
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Theorem 10 of [3]: for each ordinal a < ß there exists a uniformly closed linear

subspace Na of A X(K) with i[Na] = a. However, we do not see how to achieve this

in general.

Remark 2. It is an open question whether or not, for each ordinal a < ß, there

exists a linear subspace 7v"a of A(K) with i[Na] = a. The methods of the present

paper are plainly inapplicable here for they would call for a sequence of distinct

elements of 3eTv with no cluster point in the compact space K, which is impossible.
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